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Laplacian Operator
Instructor: Hao Su



Famous Motivation



An Experiment

Is this 
possible?



Unreasonable to Ask?

http://www.takamine.com/templates/default/images/gclassical.png
http://firsttimeprogrammer.blogspot.com/2015/05/spectrogram-representation-of-b-note.html

Length 
of string



Spoiler Alert

“No, but…”

• Has to be a weird drum
• Spectrum tells you a lot!

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hearing_the_shape_of_a_drum



Rough Intuition

http://pngimg.com/upload/hammer_PNG3886.png

You can learn a lot 
about a shape by 
hitting it (lightly) 
with a hammer!



Spectral Geometry

What can you learn about its shape from

vibration frequencies and 
oscillation patterns?



Objectives
• Make “vibration modes” more precise 

• Progressively more complicated domains
•Line segments
•Regions in 
•Graphs
•Surfaces/manifolds 

• Next time:  Discretization, applications



Vector Spaces and Linear OperatorsReview:



In Finite DimensionsReview:



Recall:  Spectral Theorems in Linear Algebra

Theorem.  Suppose A is Hermitian.  Then,  A has 
an orthogonal basis of  eigenvectors.  If A is 
positive definite, the corresponding eigenvalues 
are nonnegative.



Minus Second Derivative Operator

Eigenfunctions:

“Dirichlet boundary conditions”



Physical Intuition:  Wave Equation

Minus second derivative operator!



Observation



Hilbert-Schmidt Theorem

https://www.math.ku.edu/~matjohn/Teaching/S16/Math951/HilbertSchmidt.pdf



Can you hear the length of an interval?

Yes!



Planar Region

Wave equation:



Typical Notation

Gradient operator:

divergence
gradient

http://www.gamasutra.com/db_area/images/feature/4164/figy.png, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gradient

More 
later…



Positivity, Self-Adjointness

On board:
1. Positive:  

2. Self-adjoint:

“Dirichlet boundary conditions”



Proof

⟨ f, ℒ[ f ]⟩ = ∫Ω
f ( − ∇ ⋅ ∇f ) dV = ∫∂Ω

f ( − ∇f ⋅ ⃗n ) dS + ∫Ω
∇f ⋅ ∇f dV = ∫Ω

∇f ⋅ ∇f dV ≥ 0

⟨ f, ℒ[g]⟩ = ∫Ω
f ( − ∇ ⋅ ∇g) dV = ∫∂Ω

f ( − ∇g ⋅ ⃗n ) dS + ∫Ω
∇f ⋅ ∇g dV = ∫Ω

∇f ⋅ ∇g dV

where the second equality follows from Green formula, and the third equality follows 
from  f |∂Ω ≡ 0

where the second equality follows from Green formula, and the third equality follows 
from  f |∂Ω ≡ 0

⟨ℒ[ f ], g⟩ = ∫Ω
∇g ⋅ ∇f dVSimilarly,

It also shows ⟨ f, ℒ[g]⟩ = ∫Ω
∇f ⋅ ∇g dV

Proof of 1

Proof of 2



Dirichlet Energy

On board:

“Laplace equation”
“Harmonic function”

Images made by E. Vouga



Proof

𝕃[ f ] =
1
2 ∫ ⟨∇f, ∇f ⟩ + ∫∂Ω

λ(x)( f (x) − g(x))

We use variational method to derive.

Lagrangian:

So

δ𝕃[ f ] = 𝕃[ f + δh] − 𝕃[ f ] = ∫Ω
⟨∇f, ∇δh⟩ + ∫∂Ω

λ(x)δh(x) = ∫∂Ω
δh(∇f ⋅ ⃗n ) − ∫Ω

δh(∇ ⋅ ∇f ) + ∫∂Ω
λ(x)δh(x)

In the interior of     , Ω Δf ≡ 0 so that                    for any  δ𝕃[ f ] = 0 δh



Harmonic Functions

Images made by E. Vouga



Intrinsic Operator

Coordinate-independent (important!)
Images made by E. Vouga



Another Interpretation of Eigenfunctions

Small eigenvalue:  Small Dirichlet Energy
http://www.math.udel.edu/~driscoll/research/gww1-4.gif



Basic Setup

•Function:  
One value per vertex



What is the 
Dirichlet energy of a 
function on a graph?



Differencing Operator

Orient edges arbitrarily
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Dirichlet Energy on a Graph

v

w



(Unweighted) Graph Laplacian

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laplacian_matrix

• Symmetric
• Positive definite



What is the 
smallest eigenvalue

 of the graph Laplacian?



Second-Smallest Eigenvector

Fiedler vector (“algebraic connectivity”)

Used for graph 

partitioning



Mean Value Property

Value at v is average of neighboring values



For More Information…

Graph Laplacian encodes lots of 
information!

Example:   Kirchoff ’s Theorem
Number of spanning trees equals



Hear the Shape of a Graph?

“Enneahedra”

No!



Scalar Functions

http://www.ieeta.pt/polymeco/Screenshots/PolyMeCo_OneView.jpg

Map points to real numbers

Recall:



Gradient Vector Field

Following Curves and Surfaces, Montiel & Ros



Dirichlet Energy

Images made by E. Vouga

Decreasing E



From Inner Product to Operator

On the board:
“Motivation” from finite-dimensional linear algebra.

Implies 

Laplace-Beltrami operator



What is Divergence?

Things we should check (but probably won’t):
• Independent of choice of basis



Eigenfunctions

http://alice.loria.fr/publications/papers/2008/ManifoldHarmonics//photo/dragon_mhb.png

Vibration modes of 

surface (not volume!)



Practical Application

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3uMZzVvnSiU



Nodal Domains

Theorem (Courant).  The n-th eigenfunction of 
the Dirichlet boundary value problem has at 
most n nodal domains.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ernst_Chladni



Additional Connection to Physics

Heat equation
http://graphics.stanford.edu/courses/cs468-10-fall/LectureSlides/11_shape_matching.pdf



Spherical Harmonics

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spherical_harmonics



Laplacian of xyz function

http://trecs.se/pix/pseudosphereNormalVectorField4096.png

Intuition:
Laplacian measures difference with neighbors.


